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 A: Well, you got 2 versions of the game now, the old version and the new version. So, if you have downloaded the old version,
then you can go to folder...\My Documents\My Games\Total War: Rome II and see that there's a folder "TW2_LE" there, with
all your save games in it. If you have downloaded the new version, the folder name will be something like "Total War: Rome
II_Full_". You can copy the save game folder to a different place, that will not overwrite the old one. Emergency medicine

clerkship director creates new tool to help schools George Washington University’s Medical College of Ohio is using a tool to
help students with online learning. Inside its website, GWU medical school offers an alternative to traditional medical school

courses. The system, called GWU2Online, allows students to take an examination in the field of emergency medicine and
receive a score. Online, as opposed to class-based, is a popular alternative to traditional learning. The rise of online courses has

allowed students to continue their education while working and attending to their own families. GWU medical school has
already begun to offer an online emergency medicine course. Now, the school is using the GWU2Online tool to help guide the
development of this course. “What we’re doing is looking at those candidates that we’ve reviewed, and figuring out if they can

take this online,” said Kari Mitchell, associate professor of emergency medicine at the GWU medical school. “That will help us
to better determine who can use this module, and not have to have class.” GWU’s course will be first offered to incoming

medical students in 2017. Before the course is even offered, the school hopes to further refine it. “We’re hoping that the course
itself can be structured and taught in a more formal, structured way,” Mitchell said. With the GWU2Online tool, students are

not required to have access to a computer. According to Mitchell, this allows for a fair examination. “It doesn’t matter whether
you’ve got a computer or not. It’s simply an online exam,” Mitchell said. “So the person doesn’t even know that they’re taking an

online test at 520fdb1ae7
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